
 

Help Your Health – The Weekly Review Winter Session 2020– #2

Attunement and Warm Up: see #1 
 -just scroll down

In some classes we added Gate.

Left over from first week of this session:  
Clock on the Wall 
Standing, a foot or so away from the wall, with the right side of the body parallel to the wall, 
taking both feet/hip width apart and slightly rotating them away from the wall, have the hips 
follow and stay as much as possible in alignment with the feet.  
Take the right arm to the wall in front of right thigh, place fingertips on wall/fingers facing down. 
Make circles on the wall but do not come through on the circle, stop when the hand is behind and 
facing down and reverse circle to come back to beginning.  
If your circles are not easy and complete and if the elbow bends you can then adjust by stepping 
farther away from the wall.  
If your circles are easy, than please step closer to wall, eventually having the right hip on the wall 
and at some point, more of the inside the the body also.  
Do Not force any movement, always adjust your distance.  
Do a few circles on this side and then switch to the left side.  
This movement can be done often during the week in order to help and teach the shoulder normal 
rotation.  
A version laying supine on the floor is familiar to many of you: Clock. We usually do this with 
Butterfly. If you have the time, do feel free to experience the supine version during your weekly 
asana practice.

Sun Salutations with the Chair and eventually challenging without the chair.

Some shorts on this flow: 
Lunge:

1. Dipping the back knee, either to the floor or to a block, with a straight leg but not locked. How 
much do you need to hold on to the chair, balancing with help or not.

2. Standing with both feet hip width apart and knees touching the chair, with the long high lift of 
one leg back to a lunge (can you balance without hands on the chair etc.)and bringing it forward 
again to the chair with placement next to the front foot.

For both of these above mentioned challenges: Alternate legs and work on the distance of the 
back leg by looking at the level of the front thigh once in position, is it parallel to the floor?

Please see my website, either videos or PDF’s for details or a printable cheat sheet.



Simplified Chair Version: Just added a memory helper for sequencing.  
Think of the three middle moves: Down-Dog, Up-Dog and Down-Dog as a sandwich. The two 
DD’s being the bread and the Up-Dog being the filling inside. What kind of sandwich are you 
makin?

Begin with the Salute, Forward-Fold to Half-UP to Lunge, the Sandwich, Lunge again (each 
Salutation being a the same lead leg back and then again forward) to Forward-Fold and ending 
with all the way up reaching out/overhead and ending with thumbs at the heart being careful how 
you come up, leading with the heart.

Leading with the heart and not looking to see where you are going which could interrupt the flow 
of blood to the brain including oxygen and so the consequence could be dizziness, off balance 
and being light headed for the moment. Think about how you would react if you were working in 
the garden pulling weeds on your knees and someone called your name, your first reaction would 
be to look for who and where that person could be standing. If you stood up at the same time you 
could experience this reaction, think twice of the curvature of your neck and don’t self inflict a 
questionable moment.

When ever you reach out and up look at the placement of your arms? Are they forward of the 
shoulder plane, along side or behind. Feel the difference in the stretch when the arms are being 
moved either up or down.

Free Standing Version: Basically the same without the chair for balance and support except the 
filling for the Sandwich has more options: scoop, Cobra etc.

Supine: 
Neck Strengthening and Stamina Building 
1. Lie on your back with knees bent and feet close to hips. Place your arms in external shoulder 
rotation, elbows directly out from shoulders and at right angles (cactus or airplane beginning 
where you can).  
2. Draw your shoulder blades together and down toward your pelvis to contract your middle and 
lower trapezius muscle, think of then slipping into their own pockets lining your back.  
3. Exhale and lift your head up, tucking your chin down toward your collarbone.

Relax all facial and neck muscles completely before you repeat the motion gently, stopping if 
you feel fatigued or begin shaking.

Optimal strength is twelve repetitions.

1. Turn your head to the left. Keeping your arms on the floor, exhale as you lift your head and 
watch your left elbow. Inhale as you lower your head.

Optimal strength is six repetitions. Repeat the motions for your right side.

When the optimal level is reached, you may perform the more complex series.  
1. Combine the motions, exhaling while lifting your head to center. Keeping your head lifted, 



rotate to the right, then again to center. Repeat the movement to the left, back to center, and 
lower slowly while gazing down at your breastbone.

Optimum is six slow repetitions with pauses between movements. But begin with one…

Benefits: 
This exercise isolates the sternocleidomastroid (SCM) muscles. These muscles rotate the head 
and flex the neck. They are commonly weak, due to the stress that accumulates in their 
neighboring muscle, the trapezius.

Savasana – Pranayama 

# 2 Relaxed Breathing in Crocodile through the Energetic Body  
I walked you through a Guided Relaxed Breathing where we -just waited, watched and opened to 
the breath in the lower back, sides of the body and belly.

A suggested 10 minute Savasana on the belly in Crocodile with the arms crossed and the 
forehead either on the arms or the mat with the chin in. Legs shoulder wide, relaxed with feet/
heels either turned in or out depending upon how they naturally fall when spread and relaxed.

You may want to put a blanket over you and/or a 1-2lb. bag of rice/beans on your lower back at 
the waistline.

 
Essential Oil: On Guard by doTerra (to order see listing and price sheet on my desk when you 
come into class)

Ingredients: Wild Orange Peel, Clove Bud, Cinnamon Leaf, Cinnamon Bark, Eucalyptus Leaf, 
and Rosemary Leaf/Flower essential oils.  
Available as: 15ml concentrate, spray bottle, foamy hand soap, toothpaste & mouthwash, roll on 
bottle, soft gels and beadlets,  
Aromatic Description: Warm, spicy, camphoraceous, woody.

Supports healthy immune and respiratory function when used internally  
Ingest to support the body’s natural antioxidant defenses  
Powerful surface cleaner  
Energizing and uplifting aroma


